Jama Connect is a solution for managing complex product requirements from idea through development, launch and iteration. It brings people and data together in one place, providing visibility and actionable insights into the product development lifecycle. Jama Connect equips teams to analyze impacts, track decisions and ensure quality of the product you set out to build.

Simplify Complex Product Development With Jama Connect

Jama Connect is a hub for understanding your complete product development lifecycle, enabling product managers and engineers to track requirements, decisions and relationships on multiple levels to deliver compliant, market-driven products effectively. Jama Connect helps teams deliver high-quality products on time and on budget by aligning stakeholders, identifying risks early on and visualizing connections between regulations, requirements and test cases throughout the development process.

Jama Connect Gives You More:

Confidence
Trace requirements throughout the development process, illuminate risk and proceed with confidence that you are building what you set out to build.

Visibility
Gain visibility into the product development process by monitoring relationships and dependencies between systems, teams, activities and results.

Speed
Align teams, track decisions efficiently and minimize rework to create high-quality products on time and on budget.

Adaptability
Easily adapt Jama Connect to your project and organizational workflows to create an intuitive experience for your teams to get up to speed quickly.

Performance
Benchmark and monitor team performance over time to understand the benefits of retooling your product development process. Store and reuse existing intellectual property and best practices from multiple product lines.
Track Real-Time Progress

Live Traceability

Use Live Traceability to help ensure quality. This feature allows you to view items, understand their status and take immediate action to close gaps.

- See the overall test coverage of your product.
- Understand the impact of a change before it happens.
- Visually track relationships across projects.
- Identify potentially problematic links when changes are made.

Regulatory Compliance Reporting

Build custom reports that provide the analysis you need for industry compliance while allowing you to see your data your way. Jama Connect includes reports for system requirements specification (SRS) documents and other requirements management tasks.

- View, email and publish reports from Jama Connect to a document or spreadsheet.
- Easily show auditors connections between regulations, requirements and tests.

Verify and Validate

Test Management

Give your quality assurance (QA) teams the ability to create and organize test plans, test cases, dashboards and reports so they can manage testing easily in real time.

- View and run test cases, and instantly log connected defects when tests fail.
- Engage in real-time conversations about the impact and prioritization of defects.
- Execute, open or assign tests that directly associate with requirements and features.
Manage Reviews and Approvals

**Review Center**

Simplify the review and approval process by capturing feedback from stakeholders, including voting for priority and electronic signatures for approvals. Use the Review Center feature to share product requirements among multiple teams, confirm acceptance criteria, negotiate engineering responses, iterate on specifications and confirm agreed-upon requirements.

- Gather requirements feedback and approvals from relevant project stakeholders.
- Track a review's overall progress and identify which requirements need work.
- Respond to changes being made and mark items as "approved" or "needs work."

**Streamline Decision-Making**

**Decision Tracking**

Empower your team to access the information it needs to make sound decisions. View the open decisions — issues and questions that require your response — right from the home page. Jama Connect encourages early-and-often collaboration and engagement.

- Stream discussions to quickly get a pulse on a project without navigating all over Jama Connect.
- Quickly see who authored an item, made an edit, commented or was mentioned.
- Shorten milestone phases, reduce development cycles and improve efficiency, helping teams identify risks and opportunities.
Access the Information You Need

Using Jama Connect as your requirements system of record, you can achieve and maintain alignment with real-time updates across hardware and software teams in a single location. Minimize the likelihood of assumptions or guesses by quickly finding the information and answers your team needs.

• Compare two versions of a requirement side by side and see what changed.
• Keep your data organized and secure across one project or many, automatically.
• Take a “snapshot” that documents the current state of a project, or any subset of a project, at a given point in time, giving you a baseline.
• Create catalogs of reusable requirements to get your next product to market faster.
• Generate branches of a product to develop a variant or a new version.

ABOUT JAMA SOFTWARE

Jama Analyze is a purpose-built product development analytics solution that gives product leaders visibility and insights to identify where to mitigate risk and drive product success. Visit jamasoftware.com to learn more.